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SUMMARY
Thanks for downloading our eBook! 
 
Whether you're an R&D Tax Credit expert, or
just figuring out the ropes, this eBook was
created to give you a high-level
understanding of the type of credit that can
be realized. 
 
The case studies (or what we like to call
"success stories"), included in this eBook are
from our valued clients who represent the
most common industries that claim the credit:

Manufacturing
Engineering
Software Development
Architectural

Does your company innovate,
problem solve, create or experiment? 



Client Type: MANUFACTURING

Company provides machined component parts of all
different types as well as small assembled components to

the aerospace and commercial industries.

Number 
of Employees

Qualified Activities

Annual Credit

325

Create and design unique, complex parts and/or
assemblies with tight tolerances and weight restrictions for

the aerospace industry
 

Design and create processes and fixturing to improve
manufacturing through-out, improve CNC machine

utilization and reduce cost

   $500,000 - 
600,000



Client Type: ENGINEERING

Structural Engineering firm providing full structural
building and component designs for any type of

construction material

Number 
of Employees

Qualified Activities

Annual Credit

$40,000-
60,00018

Design a steel structure to withstand dead, live, wind and
storm surge loads without additional support members

near midspan, while also supporting a hip roof profile with
no center supports.

 
Design framing for a single roof that is to be supported by

the three separate buildings, and accommodate long
cantilievers and long spans, and support hanging

partitions, while meeting the roof live load and wind load
requirements.



Client Type: SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Software developer and technology experts that solve
complex business communication problems. 

Number 
of Employees

Qualified Activities

Annual Credit

  $50,000 -
70,00042

Design web tool enabling scheduling of repeating
broadcasts of different frequencies with a simple user

interface.
 

Design tool to ensure that Android devices get
notifications even when the device is in sleep mode, and
design tool to ensure iOS devices receive the hint push

notifications correctly.



Client Type: ARCHITECTURAL

Architectural planning and design firm focused on public
use spaces. Provide design, planning and consultation
services to create high-performance and sustainable

environments that enhance individual performance and
well-being.

Number 
of Employees

Qualified Activities

Annual Credit

$450,000 -
550,00085

Design a two-story school for optimal learning
environment built on site of old school, and plan for

construction on site where there was one school and now
there will be two, while maintain safe accessibility and site

utilization.
 

Design a remodel of an indoor pool into a competition
length, and add a warm-therapy pool, all within existing
structure, and mitigate ground water infiltration issues.



CONCLUSION

Ready to learn more about the 
R&D Tax Credit? 

 
Let's see if your company

qualifies with a 
FREE educational call. 

 
Simply schedule time on our calendar:

https://calendly.com/blefever/titan-armor-ec 

https://calendly.com/blefever/titan-armor-ec

